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1. There is new ----- that dinosaurs were warm-

4. That we have the ability to detect and ----

blooded like birds and mammals rather than

minute differences in the fat content of food

cold-blooded like reptiles.

suggests that this ability must have had

A) compulsion

considerable evolutionary importance.

B) frustration

A) discriminate

C) evidence

B) hinder

D) significance

C) undermine

E) fulfillment

D) tackle
E) protect

2. The tendency towards increasingly bitter
chocolate has its origins in the ---- fall in cocoa

5. The story of creating power begins with the

prices in the 1980s.

---- of the most obvious natural resources

A) dramatic

around us – water and wind.

B) permanent

A) termination

C) empirical

B) estimation

D) subtle

C) perception

E) hectic

D) exploitation
E) elaboration

3. An understanding of the physiology of stress
does not ---- clarify its meaning, thus several
models have been constructed in an attempt to
better define and explain it.
A) arguably
B) jointly
C) eventually
D) completely
E) desperately
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6. Since a modern company cannot survive

8. Exposure to sunshine enables the production

without information and computer technologies,

of vitamin D in our skin, and this ----- the

they have become an ----- part of any

growth and maintenance of healthy bones and

commercial venture or worldwide business

teeth.

system.

A) deteriorates

A) unavailable

B) declares

B) infrequent

C) promotes

C) intact

D) articulates

D) unbearable

E) differentiates

E) inseparable
9. Paracetamol, one of the most effective
7. Without knowing distances ----- , it can be

painkillers used today, was discovered in the

difficult to plan a journey, so maps are very

1890s, but ---- how it relieves pain remains a

beneficial tools for people to find their way

mystery.

easily.

A) adversely

A) accurately

B) precisely

B) suspiciously

C) increasingly

C) innovatively

D) comparatively

D) rapidly

E) mistakenly

E) controversially
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10. Psychologists have shown that people can
make ---- of age, income and even personality
traits based on footwear alone.

Cevap Anahtarı

A) regularities

1 C

B) incentives

2 A
3 D

C) requisites

4 A

D) tendencies

5 D

E) estimates

6 E

Açıklamalı çözüm
videosu için kodu
tarayınız.

7 A
8 C

11. The rapid growth of English as an

9 B

international language has ---- a number of

10 E
11 C

interesting discussions about the status of
English today.
A) confirm
B) postponed
C) stimulated
D) weakened
E) distinguished
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